The group near-ring constructed from a right near-ring R and a group G is studied in the special case where the near-ring is distributively generated. In particular, results concerning homomorphisms of near-rings or of groups and the augmentation ideal are obtained which resemble closely those obtained for group rings.
Introduction
By denning the group near-ring of a group G over an arbitrary near-ring R as a subnear-ring of M(R ), generated by certain functions of R into itself, Le Riche, Meldrum and van der Walt [2] developed a general theory of group near-rings which coincides with the usual notion when the base near-ring is a ring and so laid the foundation for further development of this subject. In this paper we study the group near-ring constructed in this way in the special case of our near-ring R being distributively generated. We first give alternative proofs of results in [2] concerning homomorphisms of near-rings or of groups which can more readily be restated in the dg case to resemble similar known results in group rings. We also devote some attention to the augmentation ideal which was defined in [2] .
Generating sequences
Let 5 be a non-empty subset of the right near-ring (N, +, .). For an element A of N(S), the subnear-ring of iV generated by S, we first describe how A is constructed starting from elements of S. For our purposes this description must be such that it facilitates proofs by induction.
We introduce the notion of a generating sequence on 5 . A generating sequence of length m on S is a sequence A x , A 2 , ... , A m where each A t for all 1 ^ i ^ n has either of the following two forms: (i) A t is an element of 5 ; (ii) A t = t t , where t t € N(S) and t ( = t k *,. t, with 1 g fc, I < i, * , -€ { + , -, . } . For example, let s x , s 2 , 5 3 € S C iV then yl,, ^2 , ... , A 9 is a generating sequence on S where Note that for all i, 4 ^ i ^ 9, /I, = ^4^. *, A { for some 1 ^ A;, / < / and * , € { + , -, . } .
Given any A e ^(.S
) it is possible to construct a generating sequence for A. Let A x , ... , A m be such a generating sequence on S with A m = A for some integer m ^ 1. Then we say A is the result of the generating sequence. It is now possible to express N(S) in terms of generating sequences in the following way. This completes the proof that O is a homomorphism.
To show that O is an epimorphism, take any « 2 e N 2 . Then n 2 = r(T 2 ) where T 2 is a generating sequence on S 2 , by Proposition 3.1. But then there is a generating sequence T x on S x such that O( T x ) = T 2 and so This implies that O is an epimorphism.
The last of these sufficient conditions which will be of interest to us is given next. 
be a {group) epimorphism such that for every generating sequence T x on S x we have 6{r{T x )h x ) = r(<t>(T x ))6(h x ), for all h x e H x . Then O: r(T x ) ~ r(<D(r,))
is an epimorphism from N x onto N 2 .
PROOF. We shall only prove that the mapping is well denned. The remainder of the proof follows in exactly the same way as in Theorem 3.2. Suppose the mapping is not well denned. Then there are generating sequences T x and T[ on S x such that r(T x ) = r{j[) but r(O(7;)) ± r(<D(r,')). From T x and T[ we can construct by concatenation and renumbering a generating sequence T for 0, such that r(O(T)) ^ 0. Now since r(<J>(T)) ^ 0, there is h 2 e H 2 such that r(®(T))h 2 / 0 since H 2 is a faithful N 2 -module. Since 6 is an epimorphism, there exists h x e H x such that This contradicts r(T) = 0. So we have established that the mapping is well denned.
Applications in group near-rings It was shown inJ2] that every near-ring epimorphism </>: R -* T induces an epimorphism O: R[G] -> T[G] on the corresponding group near-rings, where G is an arbitrary (multiplicatively written) group and every group epimorphism <j>: G -• H induces an epimorphism O: R[G] -* R[H]
on the corresponding group near-rings, where R is an arbitrary right near-ring. We show now that the results of the previous section yield alternative proofs for use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700032857
[6] Near-rings 45 the above mentioned results. This facilitates the statement of similar results in the special case of our near-rings being distributively generated. This will be dealt with in our next section. Let R be a right near-ring and let G and H be (multiplicatively written) groups. Let <f>: G -> H be an epimorphism. As an application of Theorem 3.2 we want to show that <f> induces an epimorphism O:
]\r e R , h e H } a n d l e t <f>: S x -» S 2 be the surjection denned by <f>: [r, g] 
= (ty*,)(s) + (^2)(^) = (^i + ^2)(^)»
for all g & G, and therefore, 0(0! + 0 2 ) = 0/*! + 00 2 .
This proves that 6 is a homomorphism.
To show that 0 is injective, let n x , n 2 & R be such that 6/n l = 6fi 2 . Then (0/*,)(g) = (0|i 2 )U), for all g G G. Therefore, n x {4>(g)) -|/ 2 (0(^)) and so n x = ji 2 since <j> is an epimorphism.
It only remains to show that r(T)(6/i) = d{r(<t>{T))n) for all generating sequences T on 5 , , fi e R H .
We do this by induction on the length of r(T).

If the length of r(T) is one, then r(T) -[r, g] for some r G R, g G G, and therefore r(&(T)) = [r, 4>{g)].
Now we have
r(T)(dn)(h) = [r, g](d/i)(h) = r(6fi)(hg) = rn{<t>{hg)),
for all h G G. On the other hand, f o r a l l g e G .
Hence 0(/z, +// 2 ) = ^i + ^2 ant^ s o ^ is a homomorphism. To show that 6 is an epimorphism, let p e T G and define fi e R G by /*(#) where <j>: T -> R is such that <0<£(f) = t for all f G T . Then
(6fi)(g) = <j>(n(g)) = <Kkfi{g))) -fi(g). for all g e G.
Hence dn = fi.
It only remains to show that for any generating sequence T, on S x , for all fi G R G .
We do this by induction on the length of r(T,). If r(T { ) is of length one, then r(T { ) -[r, g] for some r e R, g € G. Then = [0(r), g]. Now we have
0{[r, g]f*){h) = </»(([r, g]Ai)(A)) = </>(r//(/?g)) = 4>(r)cf>(fi(hg)), for all /i e G. On the other hand, [0(r), g)(6fi)(h) = <t>(r)(dfi)(hg) = <j,
for all /z G G. So in this case we have d(r{T x )n) = r(O(r i ))(0/i), for all fi & R G and for all generating sequences of length 1.
For any T on S,, r(T) is either of the form r(T) = r{T x ) + r(T[) or r(T) = r(T x )r(T[) for some generating sequences T, and T[ on 5 , .
We assume the result is true for T, and T[. We consider the two cases separately.
(1) r(r) = '
6{r{T)fi) = d((r(T l ) + r{? x ))ii) = e{r{T x )fi + r(T[)fi) = 6{r{T { )fi) + d(r(T[)fi) = r(«D(r,))(^) + r -(r(*(r,)) + r(®(T' l )))(dfi) = r{<3>(T))(dfi), for all fi G
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700032857
(2) r(r) = r(7>(r i ').Then
6{r{T)n) =
This completes the proof by induction. We have thus proved THEOREM 
Let R and T be near-rings and G a (multiplicatively written) group and let <t>: R -> T be a near-ring epimorphism, then <f> induces an epimorphism O: R[G] -> T[G] of the corresponding group near-rings.
COROLLARY 4.4. Let R and T be near-rings, G a group and </>:/? -• T an epimorphism of near-rings. Then R[G]/A* ~ T[G], where
The group distnbutively generated near-ring (R[G], S[G])
Recall that a distnbutively generated near-ring (hereafter written as dg near-ring) is a near-ring R such that (/?,+) is generated as an additive group by the subset S, which need not be the set of all distributive elements of R. We denote a dg near-ring by (R, S). We state as the first result of this section the following theorem, the proof of which can be found in [1] . THEOREM 
If (R, S) is a dg near-ring then
R[G] = jf>/[ J ,-, g,]\m G N, a t , = ±1, s t •, e S, g t: e G\ .
If (R, S) is a dg near-ring we can now, in view of Theorem 5.1, redefine the complexity of A e R[G], which we also denote by c(A), as the smallest natural number m such that
1=1 for some s t £ S, g t G G and a l , = ± 1. It is now obvious that if (R, S) is a dg near-ring and A e R[G] with c(A) ^ 2 , then A -A x + A 2 with
[10]
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c{A x ), c(A 2 ) < c(A) and A y , A 2 e R[G]. We shall henceforth always write (/?[G], S[G]) for the group dg near-ring R[G] if (R,S) is dg.
We would like to restate the results in section 4 in the special case of our near-rings being distributively generated in a way which will resemble similar results in group rings.
Let (R, S) be a dg near-ring and let (f>: G -» H be an epimorphism of groups. 
Consider the dg near-rings [R[G], S[G]) and (R[H], S[H])
By Theorem 3.2 it now follows that the mapping defines an epimorphism from {R[G], S[G]) onto (R[H], S[H]).
We state this result as follows. THEOREM 
Let {R, S) be a dg near-ring and let <j>: G -»• H be an epimorphism of groups. Then O: (R[G],S[G)) -> {R[H], S[H]) defined by
is an epimorphism of dg group near-rings. is
Let (R, S) and (T, U)
an epimorphism from (R[G], S[G\) onto (T[G], U[G]).
We have thus proved THEOREM 
Let (R,S) and (T, U) be two dg near-rings and G a group. Let (j>: R -> T be a near-ring epimorphism, then the mapping <D: (R[G], S[G]) -> (T[G], U[G]) defined by
is a group dg near-ring epimorphism.
We can combine the results of Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 into a single result. THEOREM Before we leave this section we turn our attention to the ideals / + and /* of the group near-ring. Recall that for an ideal / of the right near-ring R, the ideals /* -(/ G : PROOF. This follows immediately from Theorem 5.9 and the fact that
Let (R,S) and (T, U) be two dg near-rings and let G and H be groups. Let <f>: G -> H be an epimorphism of groups and let 6: R -> T be an epimorphism of near-rings. Then there is an epimorphism O: {R[G],S[G] -> (T[H], U[H]) defined by
* ( E "fa
R G ) = {A € R[G]\{Afi)(g) € / for all g e G,
The augmentation ideal A = A(R[G], S[G])
It was shown in [2] that the augmentation ideal of the group near-ring R[G] is generated as an ideal by the set {[1, g] - [1, e] 
\g e G} . If (R, S) is a dg near-ring we would like to give a set of generators for A = A(R[G], S[G]) as a normal subgroup of (R[G], + )
. In order to do this we make use of the following result, the proof of which can be found in [4, Lemma 13.10].
LEMMA 6.1. Let (R,S) be a dg near-ring and let XCR. Then the ideal of (R, S) generated by X is the normal subgroup of (R, +) generated by SXR :-{sxr, sx, xr, x\x € X, r e R, s e S}.
We now restate Lemma 6.1 in the context of the group dg near-ring LEMMA 
Let (R, S) be a dg near-ring and let X C R[G]. Then the ideal of {R[G], S[G]) generated by X is the normal subgroup of (R[G], +) generated by S[G]XR[G] := {[5, h]xr , [s, h]x, xr , x\x e X, r e R[G], s e S, h e G}.
If we take X = {[1, g] - [1, e] \g e G } c R [G] in Lemma 6.2 and remembering that our near-rings have identity, we get the following result. THEOREM 
Let (R, S) be a dg near-ring. Then the augmentation ideal of (R[G], S[G]) is the normal subgroup of {R[G], +) generated by the set {[s, g] -[s, e] | s e S, g e G}.
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